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board and staff
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...and we are  vivid.
TURN THE PAGE TO FIND OUT WHY.

AFTERSCHOOL

FRIDAY PROGRAM/HAFIZ UL-QURAN



behavi    r training

EVENTS9

events

    

The moment the car parked in Knott’s Berry Farm’s park-
ing lot, Adam Kaissi and other students knew that this was 
the day they waited anxiously for. “I enjoyed spending time 
with my friends,” said Adam Kaissi (4). “My favorite ride 
was GhostRider. As with all the rides, waiting in line for 
almost two hours was worth it even  though the rides only 
lasted a couple of minutes.” After all the adrenaline faded 
away after waiting hours in line and riding therollercoast-
ers, the students went to Panda Express to enjoy a meal. 
“The rides got me tired!” said Ronnie Hafez (Youth). “I was 
fortunate enough to eat great food afterwards.”  

Wali Abdul Hanifaz, director of Mental Health 
Services at Access California Services, stopped 
by at Ansaar Academy on December 9th to 
lecture about mental health. “The reason the 
community is in need of learning about the 
behavior of human beings, especially regarding 
children, is because parents and families, and 
themselves have unanswered questions,” said 
Wali Abdul Hanifaz, the presenter of the Behav-
ioral Health Training. “I came out to educate 
the Muslim community on these questions that 
need to be addressed.”   

photos courtesy of Nusar Milbes
thrills at knott’s.

what’s for lunch?
Food of all kinds from different nationalities were brought to 
the tables for children to enjoy! “There was a lot of tasty food. 
I had rice, chicken, and cookies,”Shahroz Hassan (3) said “It is 
one of the best events we have had during the school year.”



EVENTS10

puting it to the test 

well worth it.

Quran Competion 2019

After studying for weeks for the competition, the students finally 
put their knowledge to the test. The Quran Competition took 
place on February 10th, 2019. The judges were Dr. Khaled 
Bahjri, Sr. Marwa Thabet, Sr. Samia Abdel Aal, and Shaikh 
Abderrahim Belbayan. 55 students participated in the competi-

Seerah Competion 
2019

Staying an hour after school 
to practice seerah was well 
worth it for students who 
participated in the Seerah 
Competition. The Seerah 
Competition organized by 
ICNA took place on February 

in Corona. 32 Students 
participated from Ansaar 
Academy and 11 Ansaar 
students went to the second 



a world full of culture

EVENTS11

On March 17th, Ansaar Academy 
hosted it’s annual culture day 
event. It was a successful event 
with students coming from all 
programs coming to visit people 
from all cultures! Booths had 
clothes, art, and music presented 
to the students. The students 
couldn’t help but be suprised at 
how much is out there in the 
world!



EVENTS12

a fun night at the masjid

What better way to spend the night than the masjid? Students enjoyed themselves at the annual sleepover by 
making crafts and listening to an informing lecture by Br. Nusar! Then they had a restful sleep and woke up 
early the next day to be picked up.



EVENTS13

a well deserved break

ready to blead

A well deserved break from learning was wisely spent when the Afterschool students went to Chuck E. 
Cheeses in March. They had a pizza accompained with a drink and stared at amazement when they won the 
ticket jackpot. Students rushed to the prize counter where they traded their tickets for amazing prizes!

A blood drive stopped by the masjid for 
people to donate blood in late 2018. 
From this, adults, youth, and students 
learned that donating blood has numer-
ous beneficial impacts for those who 
require assistance and in need of blood. 



EVENTS14

a kick out of soccer

store day family fun night

Ansaar Academy has a soccer team?? Yes, they 
do, and they are great at soccer! When some 
students first joined, they didn’t know how to 
play soccer! But through practice, they got 
better at it and play soccer whenever they have 
free time!

It’s time to trade in all those tickets you gath-
ered up over the year! What would you like? A 
race car set or a stuffed animal?

What a night! This sure 
does make Ansaar Acad-
emy more than just a 
place of learning! It is 
also a place that encour-
ages teamwork, commu-
nication, and friendships!



15 SEERAH CLASS

seerah class

There were two 
seerah classes this 
year! Before the 
Seerah Competition, 
students took a class 
to prepare for it from 
the weekly 6-7pm 
class. The same class 
continued after the 
competition to go 
more in depth in the 
curriculum.  



I am proud to be a Muslim for several reasons. I enjoy 
being a Muslim, because I could follow the religious 
steps we learn at the masjid. I also enjoy being respect-
ed as a Muslim by friends and teachers in public com-
munities. Furthermore, being a Muslim allows me to 
have many Muslim friends that I see at the Masjid. Also, 
I don’t have to choose between having Muslim or 
non-Muslim friends. In conclusion, being a Muslim is 
enjoyable and knowledgeable. 

meet the characters

this is Ansaar
He like to ride his bike. He
is smart and likes to read. His
favorite food is Pizza and his
favorite subject is Quran. He
helps out his neighbor, and 
cares for his friends. 

-Huzail Hassan (Youth)

yearbook contests

why i’m proud to be a Muslim
by: Adam Kaissi (4)

Islam essay contest
Students had the opportunity to draw a character reflecting on good 

Muslim morals to appear in this year’s yearbook. 
Along with the character contest, students also had the opportunity to write

an essay on any subect in Islam or about why they are proud to be a Muslim. 

YEARBOOK CONTEST16

She is in fifth grade. She loves
reading and doing math. 
Her favorite subject is Islamic
Studies. 
-Afaf Hussein (5)

this is Afaf.

this is Lollipop Man.
He likes to eat lollipops and
gives lollipops to children. 
He is made from lollipops.
-Shahroz Hassan (3)

this is 2nd grade.
We love prophet Muhammad 
(SWT). We love Allah (SWT).
Our favorite subject is Islamic
Studies. Our favorite food is
fries. We love our electronics!

- paragraph by 2nd grade girls and boys. 

I like Islam, because I get to learn about the past about 
prophets believing in Allah. The story I like is the proph-
et Noah building a boat, saving believers and animals. 
Some of the disbelievers laughed at prophet Noah for 
building the ship so they did not go on the ship. Prophet 
Noah didn’t let his father on the ship, because he was 
not a believer, and the boat went on. Then a flood 
occurred, and all the people thanked Noah. The boat 
was never found.

prophet Noah
by: Shahroz Hassan (3)

-Adam Kaissi (4)

this is Adam.
He is in fourth grade. He likes
to play ping-pong. My favorite
food is pasta. My favorite 
subjects are math and Islamic
Studies, but I also love to read
and memorize Quran.

                                     dives into the water!



makes a goal! reads the Quran!    draws her future!

                                             loves to swim!

                              likes to dance!

swims with his other twin!

goes fast on his scooter!

 swims with his twin! likes to swim!                                     dives into the water!

haves fun in the pool!thinks cats are purrfect! loves cleaning the table!

Serra Tin Maung Latt

Layla Alaudin

Murtada Ishaq

Omar Elbaga

Mujtaba Ishaq Puti JanuhardiIbrahim Farzana

Edriss Chergui

Maya NajjarQasy Milbes

Salena Algzhoul
 

Mohammed Amin

Amena Rahim

delightful pre-kindergarten
WHAT IS YOUR HOBBY?

PRE-KINDERGARTEN17

school stats
what is your favorite color?

7
2

2
1

3

based on 15 students



PRE-KINDERGARTEN18

what’s this?
this is a flipbook. go to page 48
and flip the pages backwards
for three cool animations!

fun in the sun!
At 11:30, students are 
dismissed to recess where they 
have lunch. During this time, 
the students catch up with 
their friends.  “I like to play 
with my friends during Lunch 
and play with the toys they 
have there.” 
- Maya Najjar (Pre-K)

“We are learning how to say the words in 
Arabic so we can read the Quran.” 

-Mohammed Amin (Pre-K)

“Learning letters is fun, and I like to draw them 
because it makes me closer to Allah and gives me 

good deads.” -Salene Alghoul (Pre-K)

writing letters in arabic



loves going to the zoo!      admires soccer!   likes to swim!   likes swimming! cherishes soccer!

digs socccer! likes to play on his Playstation! gets a kick out of soccer! likes to read!

      draws our attention!     plays games! likes to play videogames!

Hani Alani Zishan Ali

Steven Moe Shoab Elias ZaherAdam Sinno

Safwan Ahmed

Aly Elbaga Omar Abu Halawa Joseph OmarbashaIman Ishaq

Jumana AlbadaaniJumana Aburomeh

                Adam Omar 
                      likes games!

curious kindergarten
WHAT IS YOUR HOBBY?

KINDERGARTEN19KINDERGARTEN

based on 15 students

ISLAMIC STUDIES

ARABIC

QURAN

ISLAMIC STUDIES

ARABIC

QURAN

ISLAMIC STUDIES

ARABIC

QURAN

ISLAMIC STUDIES

ARABIC

QURAN

ISLAMIC STUDIES

ARABIC

QURAN

ARABIC

friends: learn: eat:6 36

school stats
why do you go to Sunday School?
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KINDERGARTEN20

’

‘

Allah is e ver ywhere .
(SWT)

one step          to reading the Quran.closer 

“My hands remind me of Allah because you can 
write Arabic and other good stuff.” -Joseph 

Omarbasha (K)“Friends make me happy and remind me of Allah 
because he made me and everyone else and they 

wouldn’t exist without him.” -Aly Elbaga (K)

“I like reading because I want to learn more about 
Allah and his words.” -Omar Abu Halawa (K)

“Sr. Nabilah is a very nice teacher because 
she lets us learn in a fun way.” -Jumana 

Aburameh (K)

(SWT)



works in construction! solves Earth’s problems!teaches students!

flies through the sky! helps stop crime! builds buildings! performs surgery!

    hopes to inspire!    helps cure people! is a science expert! works in a lab!

helps the innocent!

works with students! 

   creates a safer world!

loves teaching students! helps sick peple!learns more about Earth!

save people’s lives!
Adam Ellahib Mohamed FazahMaya Dahlan

Kareem Masoud

Aziza Chergui

Imaan Mowjood

Mia Najjar

Ashraf Abdallatef Kuwaysah AhmedZainab Adnan Zaid AldabouqiSameera Ahmed

Ziyad Habis Zaidan Iqbul Yusuf Janmohamed

Ahmet Ozer Ameera Rana Sondos Qasqas

Nazir Fnu

FIRST GRADE20

dreaming first grade
WHAT IS YOUR CAREER PATH?

FIRST GRADE20KINDERGARTEN21
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money well  $pent.

$

1

“Saving my money is good 
because I can buy something 

expensive later.”
-Aziza Chergui (1) 

$ “I like to buy videogames 
with my money because 
they have a lot of action.”
-Ziyad Habis (1) 

FIRST GRADE22

Quran:

7
IslamicStudies:5

what is your favorite subject? 

Arabic:5

based on 18 students

school stats.

the five pillars of islam.

“I like to color this because the Pillars should be 
followed by everyone.” - Sameera Ahmed (1)

“Allah tells us that we should follow the five pillars of 
Islam to be good Muslims.” - Zaid Aldabouqi (1)



Soccer helps

succeed!

Family helps

succeed!

Friends helps

succeed!

School helps

succeed!

School helps

succeed!

School helps

succeed!

Friends helps

succeed!

The Masjid helps

succeed!

Friends helps

succeed!

Everything helps

succeed!

Video games helps

succeed!

Math helps

succeed!

Dancing helps

succeed!

Parents help

succeed!

Learning helps

succeed!

Quran helps

succeed!

Quran helps

succeed!

Legos helps

succeed!

Parents and teachers help

succeed!

Roblox helps

succeed!

Bushra Abdelkarim Hamza Ahmed

Saad Baig

Omar Alzahrani

Manha Azim Zunaira Iqbal

Janna Milbes Yaseen Omar

Samaara Salim Samiha Shamin Arash UbaidullahOmar SinnoSameer Salim

Tashmi Chowdhury

Christina Omarbasha Samah Rahemi

Hala Abukhiran Subhan Ahmed

Rami Ebrighith

Irfan Januhardi

SECOND GRADE22

inspiring second grade
WHAT HELPS YOU SUCCEED?

KINDERGARTEN23

MATH
SCIENCE

ENGLISHMATH
SCIENCE

ENGLISH



Adam Omar (K) and Irfan Januhardi (2) recieve a 
special award for being at sunday school every week 
and showing effort in their studies!

 

SECOND GRADE24

special achievement!the 2 “2”s of 2nd 
grade.

omars in the class

subjects (reading and writing.)

- Samah R. (2) 

- Manha A. (2) 

how do you spend your weekend?
based on 31 students

school stats.

Reading:
5

Homework:
7

Video Games:
7

Basketball:
7

Art:
5



wants to be better at math! wants to be a Computer Master! wants to be more responsible!

wants to be better at basketball!

wants to learn the surahs!

wants to learn Arabic.

wants to accomplish life!

wants to acomplish life!

wants to be more responsible!

wants to make money!

wants to do better in her classes!

wants to do better in his classes!wants to be a better muslim! wants to be a better muslim!

wants straight A’s!wants to be a soccer player!

wants good grades! wants to be an artist!wants to get good grades!

wants to get good grades!

Zade Hijleh

Zeynep Ozer

Joury Al-Akkad Sahar Alauddin

Rawad Faour

Adam Jaara

Karem Tin Maung latt Nour Masoud Nylah Rahaman

Dania AbusalihJamil Abdelkarim Razan Aburomeh

Karim Albadaani Sheehan Alvin BaharMallak AlQaza Nabil Haffar

Jenna Hassan Shahroz Hassan Raina Khan

Omar Qasqas

daring third grade
WHAT IS ONE THING YOU WANT TO ACOMPLISH?

THIRD GRADE24 THIRD GRADE25



wants her cousin to watch
“Birdbox.”

wants to learn Arabic!
Malaak Salamah Zain Yossef

this board represents us

This board is in the 3rd grade classroom. The board had projects that the students created such as the 
“Pillars of Islam” project and arabic words that they learned throughout the year. 

THIRD GRADE26

 what time do you usually wake up?
based on 31 students

school stats.

ok



wants money!wants a Youtube Channel! wants to memorize the Quran! wants to be a basketball player!

wants to be a basketaball player! wants happiness! wants to be better at basketball!wants happiness! wants Playstation games!

wants a lot of dogs! wants videogames! wants to read the Quran!wants happiness! wants to be a fashion designer!

wants to suceed!
Hajed BhriZaid Abuhalawa Mohammed BilalAmira Abu Atieh Daniel Hafez

Noaman Hussein Omar Jaara Adam KaissiNausheen Imran Ali Qasqas

Hannah Qurashi Hojiakbar Saidkhodjayv Arshad UbaidullahYusuf Rahemi Razan Yazouri

determined fourth grade
WHAT DO YOU WANT MOST IN LIFE?

1/2 Hour
1/2 Hour

1/2 Hour
1/2 Hour

One Hour
One Hour

One Hour

One Hour

Two Hours
Two Hours

Two Hours

One Hour
One Hour

One Hour
FOURTH GRADE27

how many hours do you
spend reading every week?

stats.school

based on 14 students

$



remember

Use this opportunity to write down
things you remember from this 
year! (Draw a picture as well!) 

My Teachers’ names: 
____________________
____________________
____________________

 My favorite subject: 
____________________

What I’ve learned:
____________________
____________________
____________________

ramadan is coming

FOURTH GRADE28

parents at the conference
While the parents were meeting 
their chilld’s teachers on Janu-
ary 13th, the students raced to 
the jumper  that the school 
rented out to keep them occu-
pied.

To educate the students on the importance of Ramadan, 
students color fun worksheets to help them understand. 
“We learned about the prophets and how they fasted 
Ramadan,” said Daniel Hafez (4).  



is inspired by Quran! is inspired by Youtube! is inspired by reading!

is inspired by family!

is inspired by family! is inspired by family! is inspired by art!

is inspired by Fortnite! is inspired by his family!

is inspired by reading!

is inspired by music!

is inspired by animals!

is inspired by her mother!

is inspired by videogames!

is inspired by parents and
school!

is inspired by Shrek! is inspired by parents!
Muhamad Abdalijwwad Fathima Adnan Abid AhmedHamza Abuhalawa Azam Ali

Layth Alzghoul Malak Eldeary Tasneem ElyasSafwan Chowdhury Afaf Hussein

Yaseen Ibrahim Nadia Janmohamed Emir KassamItoya Iriafen Sahil Kham

Jinan Salamah Malak Youssef

WHAT IS ONE THING YOU WANT TO ACOMPLISH?
nifty fifth grade
WHAT INSPIRES YOU?

FIFTH GRADE29



books are fun

what is your favorite animal?
stats.school

based on 37 studentsA
N
S

A
A
R

wesome!

ot
negative!

uper!

rabic!

mazing!

espectful!

-Hani Bhri (6) -Shahroz Hassan (3)

-Hani Bhri (6)

-Tasneem Elyas(5)

-Jude Hijheh (8) -Tasneem Elyas (5)

ansaar stands for:

The textbooks used in Ansaar Academy are called I Love Islam. The books were printed in color and had 
activities such as coloring. Students also loved the maps and diagrams in the book as well. 

12 2

23

FIFTH GRADE 30



Everything motivates Friends motivates Soccer motivates Family motivates Michael Jordan motivates

Fortnite motivates
motivates himself!

Games motivates
motivates herself!

Football motivates

Basketball motivates Family motivates Basketball motivates

Friends motivate NEGU motivates

Mohammed Aamir. Omar Abdelkarim. Jenna Abdelkarim.Lina Abdelkarim. Izzeldeen Abukhiran.

Usman Ali. Hadi Faour.Hani Bhri Tala Hijlah
Ayman Karra Ahmed

Eiad Mohamed. Taher Nabhan.Mohamed Khalil Rawan Qasqas.

Hamdan Suleiman. Zein Youssef.

SIXTH GRADE31

WHAT MOTIVATES YOU?
savvy sixth grade 

Jenna Qasqas.

NEVER EVER
GIVE UP.



using technology in the class

SIXTH GRADE 32

All of the classrooms in Ansaar Academy has a TV. Teachers used it to help engage students in the lessons 
by making it interactive and fun. 



sees soccer in the future!

sees himself as a denist! sees flying cars in the 
future!

sees robots in the future!sees himself as a nuerosurgeon!

sees advanced AI in the 
future!

sees more faithful muslims
 in the future!

sees a better government!sees success in the future! sees JDM cars in the future!sees flying cars in the future!

sees less pollution in the 
future!

sees himself as a doctor!

sees himself as a nuerosurgeon!

sees himself as a soccer player!

Ghulam Mustafa Hafeez Mazin Nugad

Adam Omarbasha Sami Salamah Adem Tin Maung LattZahed Siddiqui Tarik Toury

Layth AlQasa Oday AlQasaAhmad Aboouudaid Akram Albaadani Ali Eltahir

Sohaib Hafeez Asfandyar Hafeez Meezan Hassan

school stats
what hand do you write with?

Right: 31

Left: 9

SEVENTH/EIGTH GRADE33

based on 41 students
Both:1

optimistic 7th/8th grade
WHAT DO YOU SEE IN THE FUTURE?

Mean:
Mode:
Median:

B

B B

Not Pictured:
Mihrab Rahman



SEVENTH/EIGTH GRADE34

studying outside

During third period, the 7th 
grade boys split between Sr. 
Wisal and Sr. Hala. 



sees robots in the future!

sees nicer people in the future!sees peace in the future! sees herself as an engineer! sees herself as a fashion designer!

sees flying cars in the future!

sees herself as a doctor!

sees happiness in the future!

sees flying cars in the future!

sees flying cars in the future! sees advanced tech in the future! sees herself as a doctor! sees self tying shoes in the future!

sees herself as a vet!

sees herself as an engineer! sees herself as a heart doctor! sees herself as a nurse!

Jude Hijleh

Talia Rahaman

Cleo Ibrahim Noal Martin

Alysha Memom Dania Qasqas Arufa Rana

Maleehah Hyder

Mariam Dirar

Maya Abdaljawwad Aisha Ali Hadel Bhri Sharmilla BhuiyanJasmin Abu Atieh

Aya Bilal Jana ElsisyShahd Ellahib Desiree Haney

Hannah Hassan

SEVENTH/EIGTH GRADE35

4

Mean:
Mode:
Median: 4



sees peace in the future! sees herself as a lawyer!
Muftuna Saidkhodjawed Majdoline Zaher

SEVENTH/EIGTH GRADE36

wake up, ansaar academy
Testing! Testing...1...2...3! Good morning students and this 
is Ansaar Academy’s first year of our weekly broadcast 
brought to you by Ansaar Academy students. We will keep 
you informed on what is hapening at Ansaar Academy and 
our community! 



youth group

YOUTH GROUP37

homeless womens 
hygeine drive

SAT controversy

  

Huzail Hassan (Youth) along with a majority of rising Juniors in 
High School felt the sweat pouring off of them as they just 
completed the August 2018 SAT. That all changed when 
Hassan and other students discovered the test was the same 
exact exam given to international students in October 2017. 
He and the rest of Youth Group decided to call numerous news 
hotlines to get this issue known. The Youth Group was 
interviewed by the L.A. Times and NBC News. “They keep 
saying we’re not going to let this happen again, and yet they 
reused a test, Hassan told L.A. Times. Diana Dahlan (Youth) 
was also interviewed by the L.A. Times. ”As a senior in high 
school the experience of constantly trying to be more involved 
and better than the next person is already challenging,” Dahlan 
told L.A. Times. On September 3rd, 2018, Huzail Hassan, 
Salamah Salamah (Youth), and Diana Dahlan were interviewed 
by NBC News and appeared on NBC 4 later that day.

After seeing Youtube videos of the horrors homeless women 
have to deal with in terms of hygeine, Lulah (11) and 
Aissatou Balde (12) decided to start Take Care, an organi-
zation aimed to help these women by collecting hygeine 
products. “Over the summer, we collected donations in 
order to fund our organization,” said L. Balde. Promoting 
the organization,” said L. Balde. Promoting the organization 
through social media helped the group get in contact with 
other organizations. “We got in contact with Key Club and 
other clubs at our school as well,” said A. Balde. 



YOUTH GROUP38

basketball t o urnament

youth interfaith event

photo courtesy of Zareen Ahmed. 

Thump! Thump! The basketball 
hits the ground just before it is 

snatched by the other team! The 
audience watches in awe as the 

two teams struggle to  win. “I was 
excited to see the teams play and 

who would win,” said Adam 
Omarbasha (7). The Basketball 

Tournament was one of the many 
events the Youth Group organizes 
in order to encourage students to 
be more involved in their commu-

nity. “Personally, I learned that 
Ansaar Academy is not only a 

place to further your Islamic understanding, but a place that encourages teamwork and social bonding,” said Mohammed 
Maarouf (Youth). Girls in the Youth Group participated as well. “We usually play soccer. I think in basketball, shooting is better. 
We went out there and tried our best. I would prefer a soccer game, but basketball was a nice experience,” said Suzie Dahlan. 

It was unexpected when it was 
announced that the students could 

bring their friends to the masjid as part 
of the Youth Interfaith Event. Students 
took advantage of this opportunity to 
show their friends at high school what 

Islam is all about. A lecture by Tahil 
Sharma kicked off the event. After an 
informing lecture, the group headed 

down to the old Masjid where they 
encountered a huge buffet with all 

kinds of food for them and their 
friends. 



likes to clean! likes to play with toys. loves to read! likes to play with her toys!

enjoys listening to the Quran.

likes to play with toys! plays with his cars and likes to eat! enjoys coloring! likes to play games!

enjoys coloring! enjoys reading!

enjoys eating!

likes to play games!

loves videogames!
Mohammed Amin Ahmed Baroud Mera BaroudRami Aziz

Rayyan Hussein Zeinab Judah Nawras Musleh Yousef NgabMohmoud Musleh

Safa Rahmatullah Renad Salih Hanna TurkiAseel Swesi

Ayaan Umar

Maryam Soliman

Rohan Wardak

AFTERSCHOOL LEVEL ONE39

loving level one
WHAT IS YOUR HOBBY?

likes to clean!

Mohammad Gibani



AFTERSCHOOL LEVEL ONE40

this is how we read

The Nuraniah books have been used to teach students the fundamentals of Arabic and how to read 
the language for a long time. They have always proved to be successful getting children to be excited 
about learning to read arabic and eventually the Quran.

school stats
what is your favorite colors? 4 2

based on 15 students 1
34 1



works as a dentist! helps people’s eyes! teaches students! helps her patients! wants to be a construction worker! 

flies planes! constructs buildings! is a doctor/dancer! helps his patients! teaches students!

is a football player!

Rahma Abuzbida Mariam Baroud Diana BaroudAlisha Ali

Fadel Helou Yusuf Janmohamed Sajed Salih Anayah UsmanZainelden Musleh

Elias Zahed

Mohamed Fodili

WHAT IS YOUR CAREER PATH?
visionary level two

Quran:

5
IslamicStudies:3

school stats
what is your favorite subject? 

Arabic:2

based on 10 students

WHAT IS YOUR CAREER PATH?

AFTERSCHOOL LEVEL TWO41
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after prayer

After prayer, the students say Dhikr. 

’



wants to go to heaven! wants to help the poor! wants to do good deeds! wants peace! wants games/soccer in life!

wants success! wants happiness! wants a phone! wants peace!

wants to be a soccer player! wants happiness! wants happiness! wants to pray more! wants to be a good person!

wants to be a doctor! wants happiness! wants books! wants money! wants to have a strong relation
with his family!

wants to help the poor!
Afaf Hussein

Noaman Hussein Nausheen Imran

Bilal Jalaluddin Adam Kaissi Nazir Ragab Omar RagabMalak Musleh

Omar Jaara  Jalal JalaluddinAdam Jaara

Sami Aziz Danisah Bustomi Amira TurkiMalak Baroud Aly Elmishad

Tasneem Elyas Hanah HassanDiala Faytrouni Jumana Fodili

idealist level three
WHAT DO YOU WANT MOST IN LIFE?

AFTERSCHOOL LEVEL THREE43

ANS
AAR

PRAYER 
TIME!

FOOD
DRIVE

CLOTHES
DRIVE

HOMELESS
DRIVE



wants happiness! wants happiness!

wants to learn more!

Rana Salih

Sohib Swesi

Ismail Rahmatullah

test taking 

Students like Sami Aziz (3) and his friend, 
Ismail Rahmatullah (3) do some last minute 
studying before their big Quran test.

AFTERSCHOOL LEVEL THREE44



loves helping cleaning up! draws a lot of pictures! paints outstanding art! plays with hotwheels, brother, 
and videogames!

plays with her cousins! works at Pizzahut! constructs tall buildings! helps save people’s lives! is a brave firefighter!

is a hard working cashier!
Masood Gulzarzada

Sameer GulzarzadaAmina Rahemi Jumanah Albaadani Adam Ellahib Sameh Gulzarzada

Judy Elmel Rinad JrajrahRitadj Bouzid Yousef NgabMohammed Amin

FRIDAY QURAN PROGRAM45

friday class/ hafiz ul-Quran

hafiz ul-Quran
-

-

The Hafiz Ul-Quran program takes place on Monday, Wednesday, 
and Friday. Shaikh Swesi taught this class where students memorized 
and read the Quran.

$8.99



likes doing good deeds!

      plays football! talks a lot about drawing! reads the Quran!

enjoys dancing! enjoys playing Fortnite! plays videogames on his
computer/PS4!

draws henna tatoos! 

loves playing Fortnite! plays basketball!

reads the Quran!

loves playing basketball!

likes going to school!

likes playing basketball!
Karim Albaadani Safwan Chowdhury

Muneir Gluzarzada Nousheen Imran Adam Jarra

Raneem Jrajrah Armaan Semjee Rayyan Siddiqi

Sohaib Swesi

Aaron Noori Danny Hafeez

Nadia Janmohamed

Tasneem Elyas

Roony Abdulhanan

FRIDAY QURAN PROBLEM 46

not bored of
board games-
To help the students learn
about Arabic and Nouraniah, 
the students play board 
games. They played “Round
Around,” a board game that 
helps them be engaged in 
learning Arabic words.

HOMELESS
DRIVE



likes performing salah! codes for the future! likes playing ping pong! plays soccer!

enjoys making memes! likes to read and play sports!

plays videogames!

enjoys videogames!

enjoys reading! loves going to school!likes to play basketball!

likes basketball!

likes to play ping-pong!

Omar Kheiwa

Adam Kaissi Tabeeb Hossain

Jumana FodiliShahd  Ellahib Mohammed Fodili

Adam Abdelaliem Feras Abdulhanan Akram AlbaadaniOmar Ahmed

Sameer Amani Mohammed Bilal 

Mohammed Aamir

FRIDAY QURAN PROGRAM47

learning letters

The students learn letters from worksheets and from using the 
nouraniah book.

PRAYER 
TIME!

HE LOVES

MEMES



loves to play videogames! likes making crafts! enjoys horseback riding! plays soccer and basketball! enjoys playing Fortnite!

loves his iPad!enjoys swimming! loves doing good deeds! likes sleeping!

enjoys going to school! follows the five pillars of 
Islam!

loves playing Fortnite! loves playing Fortnite!

likes to go to school! enjoys volleyball! likes to draw!

enjoys soccer!

loves to draw!
Asiyah Soesilo

Omar Soesilo

Donia Suleiman Farid SuleimanAdnan Suleiman

Haron Rahemi Samah Rahemi

Arshad Ubaidullah

Arash  Ubaidullah Amneh Yassin Majdoline Zaher

Yusuf Rahemi

Husna Noori

Rahman Rahemi

Yousef MunirAdam Misellati Myar Misellati Layan Munir

FRIDAY QURAN PROBLEM 48

FOOD
DRIVE

ZZZ

ZZZ....



enjoys sports! loves to read books!

draws amazing pictures!

works out!enjoys videogames! loves doing homework! plays soccer and videogames!

likes playing games! likes to draw!

Not Pictured:
Farya Gulzarzada
Alaa Yassin
Aissatou Balde
Lula Balde

Mansour Gluzarzada Mahirah JanmohammedOmer Kaissi

Khalid SaidMoustafa Gulzarzada Sikander Gulzarzada Omar Gibani

Zainab Ali

Najwa EllahibAya Bilal

enjoys basketball!
Amin Said

FRIDAY QURAN PROGRAM49

dedications/sponsors >

reading the Quran for the first time

After mastering the 
Nuraniah book, 
students then read the 
Quran.    

DEDICATIONS/SPONSORS
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RANCHO CUCAMONGA, CA

DEDICATIONS/SPONSORS

RANCHO CUCAMONGA, CA

UPLAND, CA

DEDICATIONS/SPONSORS
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Thousands of your favorite Pokémon cards 
available on Amazon, don’t forget Dan123yal 

Toys+. For any personal Pokémon Card 
Packages please call us at 414-870-9007. 



53 DEDICATIONS/SPONSORS

AYAAN 
UMAR

 
 Ayaan.... we have watched in amaze-
ment as you have grown into the young
boy you are today, and we are watch-
ing with great anticipation to see what 
you become. We are extremely proud of 
you and all your accomplishments. 
Always remember you have within you 
the strength, the patience and the pas-
sion so reach for the stars, the sky is the 
limit!

May Allah always protect you and bless 
you with the very best. Ameen

Mom, Dad and baby brother loves you
to moon and back.



by huzail hassan
visit huzailh.com

ansaaracademy.com
9212 Base Line Rd, Rancho Cucamonga, CA 91701

(909) 294-6553

V I V I D

See you next year
Ansaar Academy

‘


